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NAME OF COLLECTION: WOYTINSKY, Wladimir S. -- Manuscripts


DARKS COVERED: 1906-07 NUMBER OF ITEMS: ca. 25

STATUS (CHECK APPROPRIATE DESCRIPTION)
  CATALOGED: x LISTED: __ ARRANGED: __ NOT ORGANIZED: __

CONDITION: (GIVE NUMBER OF VOLS., BOXED, OR SHELVED)
  BOUND: __ DISCUSSION: __ STORED: __

LOCATION: (V/ SPECIAL COLLECTIONS CALL NUMBER: SP Ma Coll)

DESCRIPTION: Typescripts in Russian and English of Peterburgeskii sovet bezabotnykh, 1906-1907 (The Soviet of the Unemployed in Petersburg...) by the economist, Wladimir Woytinsky, 1885-1960. The Russian typescript was probably prepared in the early part of the twentieth century, while the English translation was made much later by Mrs. Woytinsky who had hoped to publish it. Both copies have handwritten corrections, probably in Mrs. Woytinsky's hand. The Russian Institute, Columbia University, published a limited number of copies of the Russian original with an introduction by Mrs. Woytinsky in 1969. In addition there is one folder of xerox copies of miscellaneous printed materials, mostly in Russian.
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For a complete bibliography of Woytinsky's works and a collection of his publications, apply to the Rare Book and Manuscript Room.